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ABSTRACT
There are not enough solid organs available to meet the needs of patients with organ failure. Thousands of patients every year die on the waiting lists for transplantation. Yet there is one currently available, underutilized, potential source of organs. Many patients die in intensive care following withdrawal of life-sustaining treatment whose organs could be used to save the lives of others. At present the majority of these organs go to waste.

In this paper we consider and evaluate a range of ways to improve the number and quality of organs available from this group of patients. Changes to consent arrangements (for example conscription of organs after death) or changes to organ donation practice could dramatically increase the numbers of organs available, though they would conflict with currently accepted norms governing transplantation.

We argue that one alternative, Organ Donation Euthanasia, would be a rational improvement over current practice regarding withdrawal of life support. It would give individuals the greatest chance of being able to help others with their organs after death. It would increase patient autonomy. It would reduce the chance of suffering during the dying process. We argue that patients should be given the choice of whether and how they would like to donate their organs in the event of withdrawal of life support in intensive care.

Continuing current transplantation practice comes at the cost of death and prolonged organ failure. We should seriously consider all of the alternatives.

A. INTRODUCTION
Organ transplantation saves a large number of lives and improves the quality of life of many more. But there is a major shortfall in the availability of organs. This leads to potentially preventable death and morbidity in a large number of people. Yet the resources needed to meet the demand for organs are potentially available. Every day there are a large number of patients, who die in controlled circumstances in hospital, whose organs could potentially save the lives of others. But the vast majority of these organs are buried or burned. (See Box 1: The Case of Ruben Navarro)

The importance of this problem has led in the past to changes in attitude towards, and the legal status and clinical care of dying and dead patients. It contributed to the development and widespread acceptance of brain death criteria. It has led in recent times to the revival of donation after cardiac death. It is the main motivation for proposed changes to consent arrangements for organ transplantation in countries such as the United Kingdom, Australia and New Zealand.
Box 1: The Case of Ruben Navarro

In late 2006, in a Californian intensive care unit, a 25-year-old man named Ruben Navarro was removed from life support. He had a progressive neurodegenerative disorder, and had suffered an out-of-hospital cardiac and respiratory arrest. He was believed to have sustained significant hypoxic brain injury, and the doctors planned to remove him from the breathing machine and allow him to die. His mother had agreed to Ruben donating his organs after his death.

A transplant surgeon was present when Ruben was removed from life support and directed that he be given doses of sedatives and painkillers. But Mr Navarro did not die quickly enough to meet the criteria for organ donation. In fact he died some eight hours after withdrawal of life support machines. The surgeon involved in the case was subsequently charged with the abuse of a dependent adult (though he was later acquitted). Ruben was not able to donate any of his organs.

However, if we are to maximize the number and quality of organs for transplantation there are a number of other options that should be considered. We discuss a range of alternatives for increasing the supply of organs from critically ill patients in intensive care from whom it has been decided that life-support should be withdrawn. These options range from changes to consent processes, to the use of pre-mortem extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, or organ donation euthanasia. They conflict with ethical norms governing transplantation to varying degrees. The cost of preserving those norms will be the death or ongoing morbidity of many individuals. This may prompt us to consider whether those principles should be revised or rejected.

B. THE PROBLEM

In the last 50 years, solid organ transplantation has extended and improved the quality of life of hundreds of thousands of patients with organ failure. 3000 transplants take place every year in the UK,7 while there are close to 30,000 solid organ transplants per year in the United States.3 Refinements in surgical procedures, immunosuppression and post-operative care for these patients have increased the benefits that organ recipients gain from transplants.4 However, many more patients could benefit from organ transplants. There is a critical shortfall in the supply of organs.5 There are more than 100,000 patients on the waiting list for a deceased donor organ in the US: in 2007, 18 patients per day died on waiting lists for transplants.6 In the UK, 450 patients per year die because of a lack of available organs.7 It is likely that this number substantially underestimates the problem since a large number of patients are arbitrarily excluded from waiting lists.8 Even larger numbers of patients remain on long-term dialysis for want of a suitable kidney for transplantation. The demand for organs is also rising,9 because of the increasing burden of certain types of organ failure (for example due to diabetes), and widening eligibility criteria for transplants.10

Recognition of the inadequate supply of organs has prompted a number of countries to contemplate legislative changes that may impact upon organ donation. For example, a number of countries have moved to, or are considering proposals for, opt-out consent systems for organ donation. For example, a number of countries have moved to, or are considering proposals for, opt-out consent systems for

1 C.E. Schneider. Jesting Pilate. Hastings Cent Rep 2008; 38: 14–15; J. McKinley. 2008. Surgeon Accused of Speeding a Death to Get Organs. New York Times 27 Feb. Available at: http://www.nytimes.com/2008/02/27/us/27transplant.html [Accessed 28 Jan 2009]; S. Chawkins. 2008. Transplant Surgeon Acquitted in Case Involving Potential Organ Donor’s Death. Los Angeles Times 19 Dec. Available at: http://www.latimes.com/features/health/la-me-transplant19-2008dec19,0,2830878.story [Accessed 28 Jan 2009] There are a number of ethical concerns that might be raised about organ donation in this particular case. There was a failure of the usual separation between the treating team and the transplant team. It is not clear whether his prognosis warranted withdrawal of life support. His mother was not present when he died, and may not have understood the details of the organ donation that she was agreeing to. These will be discussed briefly in Section F.


5 Smith & Murphy, op. cit. note 2; Steinbrook, op. cit. note 3.


8 Smith & Murphy. op. cit. note 2; S. Bayat et al. Medical and Non-medical Determinants of Access to Renal Transplant Waiting List in a French Community-based Network of Care. Nephrol Dial Transplant 2006; 21: 2900–2907. Of note, the UK figures for deaths on the transplant waiting list are approximately 1/2 those of the United States (adjusted for population difference). This is not likely to be due to a higher number of transplants in the UK. In 2008–9 there were approximately 59 solid organ transplants per million population in the UK, (NHS Blood and Transplant, op. cit. note 7) while in 2007 there were approximately 92 solid organ transplants per million population in the US (2008 OPTN/SRTR Annual Report: transplant data 1998–2007 Available at http://www.ustransplant.org/annual_reports/current/default.htm [Accessed 02 Dec 09].


organ donation.\textsuperscript{11} It is estimated that such a change would increase the donation rate by 25–30\% in the US or UK.\textsuperscript{12} The same considerations have also given rise to changes in the source of organs. The potential for organ donation contributed to the development of brain-death criteria in the late 1960s,\textsuperscript{13} which was central to the development of solid organ transplantation. But brain death is relatively uncommon, and the incidence of brain death is falling. Even if organ donation took place from all patients fulfilling brain death criteria, there would still be insufficient organs to meet demand.\textsuperscript{14}

Other sources of organs have been contemplated, including xeno-transplantation, stem-cell-derived neo-organisms, living unrelated donors (motivated altruistically, or through an organ market), and individuals in persistent vegetative state or anencephalic infants (See Box 2). These options have been discussed elsewhere.\textsuperscript{15} Some of them may provide sufficient organs to meet the demand in the future, but at present this is not the case.

Yet there is another significant potential source of organs. A large number of patients die in controlled circumstances in hospitals. In the UK 15000 patients per year die in intensive care,\textsuperscript{16} of whom approximately one third (5000 patients) die following decisions to withdraw or withhold life-sustaining treatment (LST).\textsuperscript{17} It is widely accepted that in the face of extremely poor prognosis it is permissible to withdraw life support and allow such patients to die. Many of these patients could donate organs for transplantation. We will refer to this group as Life Support Withdrawal Donors (LSW donors).

\textbf{Life Support Withdrawal Donors (LSW donors):}

\textit{Patients who are critically ill in intensive care with poor prognosis from whom it has been decided after discussion between doctors and family to withdraw life-sustaining treatment and allow them to die.}

We intend this group to include both patients who currently meet the criteria for brain death and those who do not. For the purposes of this paper we set aside the question of whether a whole brain, or higher cortical definition of brain death should be used.

A similar (though much larger) group of Life Support Withholding Donors could be identified – those who will die because life support will not be provided. The same principles could be applied to them, though in practice the probability of survival when life support is withheld may be higher than that for patients in intensive care having life support withdrawn.\textsuperscript{18} In this paper we will


\textsuperscript{18} The vast majority of patients from whom life support is withdrawn die, though the interval between withdrawal and death varies considerably. In practice a very small proportion of patients survive after treatment is withdrawn, often with significant impairments and an abbreviated lifespan. J.P. Lewis, K.M. Ho & S.A. Webb. Outcome of patients who have therapy withheld or withdrawn in ICU. \textit{Anaesthesia Intensive Care} 2007; 35: 387–392; T. Nolin & R. Andersson. Withdrawal of Medical Treatment in the ICU. A Cohort Study of 318 Cases During 1994–2000. \textit{Acta Anaesthesiol Scand} 2003; 47: 501–507; A. Esteban et al. Withdrawing and Withholding Life Support in the Intensive Care Unit: A Spanish Prospective Multi-Centre Observational Study. \textit{Intensive Care Med} 2001; 27: 1744–1749; J.G. O’Callahan et al. Withholding and Withdrawing of Life Support from Patients with Severe Head Injury. \textit{Crit Care Med} 1995; 23: 1567–1575. For example in one Australian study, 9 (2.3\%) of 396 patients who had decisions to limit life support in intensive care survived to hospital discharge. Of these patients only 2 (0.6\%) had prolonged survival – both with severe neurological...
Focus on Life Support Withdrawal Donors. This group of patients are presently considered eligible to donate their organs and actions leading to their deaths are widely thought to be acceptable. We do not claim that the alternatives discussed below are the only way to address the problem of the organ shortfall. We set aside the question of whether other sources of organs (Box 2) could provide equivalent or greater numbers of organs.

A typical setting for a LSW donor would be a patient like Ruben Navarro who has suffered an out-of-hospital cardiac arrest, who has been resuscitated and stabilized, but who has suffered severe hypoxic brain injury. The patient does not meet criteria for brain death, but remains ventilator-dependent, and on the basis of clinical and electrophysiological criteria is felt to be certain to die or to survive in a vegetative state.18

It is permissible to withdraw life support from LSW donors. Their death is inevitable. Yet the decisions we make about them determine whether their organs will be buried or burned with them, or whether they will be used to save the lives of others. The organs from this group of patients have the potential to alleviate or eliminate the shortfall in organ supply. We will first consider current practice for organ donation from LSW donors.

C. CURRENT PRACTICE FOR ORGAN DONATION AFTER WITHDRAWAL OF LIFE SUPPORT

Currently organ donation is possible from two subgroups of LSW donors. Patients who are diagnosed as being brain dead may have their organs removed while residual body functions are maintained mechanically. Other patients who are not brain-dead have life support withdrawn. After their hearts stop, such patients are certified as dead and their organs can be retrieved (this is referred to as Donation after Cardiac Death, DCD).20 DCD has been estimated to increase the total number of organ donors by upwards of 30%.21

Yet DCD is associated with a number of practical limitations. While donation after brain death allows transplantation of both abdominal and thoracic organs, DCD usually yields only the former.22 Solid organs rapidly develop ischemic injury if their blood and oxygen supply is compromised. So if patients have a prolonged period of low blood pressure or low oxygen levels prior to death, or if retrieval of organs is not possible expeditiously after death, there is a significant decline in the suitability of organs for transplantation. Most guidelines indicate a maximum period between withdrawal of life support and death, after which patients become ineligible for DCD. For example, some recommend that the liver only be retrieved if death ensues within 30 minutes after withdrawal of LST, while the kidney and pancreas may be still retrieved if death occurs within 60 minutes.23 Organs must also be removed very soon after death. Donors often have LST withdrawn in the operating suite, with transplant surgeons at hand. This can cause disquiet or distress to family members who wish to be with the patient after LST is withdrawn. It also means that family cannot remain with the patient after death.24 Some have suggested that there may be a trade-off between optimal end-of-life care and organ donation.25

There have been a number of developments in DCD that improve the viability and number of organs for
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transplantation. Interventions, both prior to and following death, increase the chance of organs being suitable. Infusion of drugs such as heparin prior to death delays the development of blood clots in organs after circulation ceases. Arterial and venous catheters can be inserted while the circulation is still intact, allowing infusion of cold fluid after death, or making it possible to start heart bypass machines immediately after death is declared. Reduction in the time-limit for declaring cardiac death improves the chance that certain organs can be used. For example, in recently reported cardiac transplants from DCD donors, surgeons waited only 1.25 minutes after the heart had stopped before commencing organ retrieval. Following death, donors can be put onto cardiopulmonary bypass (extracorporeal membrane oxygenation, ECMO), which restores circulation to organs and allows unhurried organ retrieval. Alternatively organs can be rapidly removed and put onto bypass machines outside the donor’s body (ex-vivo ECMO).

Some of these developments, however, have also caused ethical concern. Pre-mortem interventions have been criticized, since they offer no benefit to the patient outside the donor’s body (ex-vivo ECMO). We should first ask what are the ethical norms relevant to organ transplantation? Then we will consider alternative strategies for organ donation from LSW donors and the ways in which they may conflict with these ethical principles.

D. ETHICAL PRINCIPLES GOVERNING ORGAN TRANSPLANTATION

There is a range of ethical principles that are used to determine the acceptability of a proposed organ transplant procedure. (Box 3) There is some overlap between these, and they may come into conflict. We do not have space to provide a normative justification for these principles, nor to specify the relative importance of different principles. It is not an exhaustive list, and there may be others. We merely list here the principles that are most commonly cited.

1. We should maximize the availability and viability of organs for transplantation (Principle of maximal utility)

As discussed in section B, there are a large number of potential beneficiaries of organ transplants. Solid organs from one donor can be used for up to nine recipients.

21 Boucek et al., op. cit. note 26.
23 Zeiler et al., op. cit. note 20
27 Bernat, op. cit. note 23.
The policies for organ transplantation that we adopt affect how many patients will benefit. Other things being equal we should benefit as many of these individuals as possible. We can do this by maximizing the number of donor organs. We should also aim to ensure that those organs are of the highest quality. If the organs are damaged, they are more likely to fail after surgery, leading to the death of the recipient or the need for repeat transplantation. However, there is a need to balance the principle of maximal utility against other considerations including potential harm to donors.

2. We should not do things to potential organ donors that may harm them (Non-maleficence)39

The generally accepted principle of non-maleficence prohibits doctors from deliberately harming their patients. Certain types of harms are permissible, for example minor harms with the consent of the patient, or harms that are necessary in order to secure a greater benefit. Since the benefit of organ donation is for other individuals, it would not usually be acceptable to inflict a significant harm on the patient in order to facilitate organ retrieval. Minor harms may be acceptable, if the donor has consented to them. Where there are alternative courses of action that involve less harm to organ donors, other things being equal, those should be taken in preference.

If killing the patient were felt to be a harm, then this principle would also justify and overlap with Principle 7 (see below). However, since we are discussing patients for whom it is permissible to withdraw life-support, we assume that death is not necessarily a harm for them.

3. We should respect the autonomous wishes of patients regarding organ donation (Patient autonomy)40

The autonomy of individuals is valued extremely highly. We generally think it important to respect the wishes of patients who wish to donate their organs, as well as the wishes of those who do not wish to donate. Individuals may have made their wishes explicit before becoming ill—for example by signing up to organ donor registries. Some transplant policies may prevent patients from donating their organs who would like to (or would have wanted to) donate. Other policies may lead to organs being removed when the patient would not have wanted this to occur. Both represent breaches of autonomy.41

A related concern is the Kantian rule that prohibits using people merely as a means to an end.42 All organ donation could be susceptible to the criticism that it uses people as a means. But where people wish for their organs to be donated, transplantation respects their autonomous will, and hence does not use them as a _mere_ means. Indeed, by respecting their autonomous wishes it treats them as an end in themselves.

4. We should respect the wishes of the families of organ donors (Family autonomy)

Ultimately most decisions to donate organs are taken at a time when patients themselves are not able to express their wishes. If the patient is not competent, and they have not made relevant advance directives, the patient’s family makes decisions about organ donation, reflecting both their beliefs about what the patient _would have wanted_ (Principle 3), as well as the family’s own preferences for the terminal care of their loved one. The wishes of the family may conflict with the wishes of the patient, for example when a family objects to organ donation despite the patient carrying an organ donor card. The family’s wishes are usually respected in such cases, though it is far from clear that this is either ethically or legally justified.


40 Ibid. Truog refers to this principle as ‘respect for persons’.

41 For organ donation the concept of patient autonomy is somewhat different from autonomy in other contexts since the patient is (often) deceased, and the question is whether their previous wishes should be respected.

5. We should not remove organs from patients prior to death (Dead donor rule)

As defined by some, the dead donor rule explicitly refers to a prohibition on the killing of patients to obtain their organs. Here we separate out the two components of this norm into Principles 5 and 7. With the exception of donation of non-essential organs from a living patient, it is not thought to be permissible to remove organs from a patient prior to their being declared dead. This may be justified in terms of harms to the patient (Principle 2) – the procedure has no benefit to the patient himself or herself, so it may breach the principle of non-maleficence. It may also be justified in terms of the injunction not to kill patients (Principle 7), since the removal of essential organs is likely to lead to death. Nevertheless there are some conceivable situations where removal of a vital organ would neither harm the patient, nor would it hasten death (see option 5 below). So we have retained this as a separate principle here.

6. We should not remove organs from patients prior to brain death (Brain-dead donor rule)

Organ donation usually occurs after brain death. As discussed in the previous section, there are concerns about the possibility of removing organs from patients who are ‘cardiac dead’ but not brain dead. This might be because it is actually brain death that provides the crucial normative justification for Principle 5. It could also arise from a concern that removal of organs prior to brain death may cause the patient to suffer (Principle 2).

7. We should not deliberately kill patients (Non-killing)

There is a strong deontological proscription against the killing of patients. Although there are a few jurisdictions where euthanasia is permitted, most societies hold that doctors should not kill their patients. On the other hand it is almost universally accepted that doctors may withdraw or withhold LST in patients who are dying or who have a very poor prognosis. This is not usually classified as an act of killing on the basis of the doctrine of double effect and the difference between acts and omissions.

E. POTENTIAL WAYS TO IMPROVE ORGAN SUPPLY USING LSW DONORS

What alternatives are there to existing policies and procedures for organ donation from LSW donors? How would they affect organ quality and supply, and how would they cohere or conflict with the Fundamental Principles of transplantation?

There are two main possibilities. Changes to the processes for obtaining consent would increase the number of organ donors without changing any of the procedures for obtaining organs. Alternatively there a number of possible changes to organ retrieval that would affect the number and viability of organs retrieved. (Box 4, Table 1) Combinations of these are conceivable. As an illustration of the possible effects of these alternatives, we will draw

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Box 4: Options for increasing the number and quality of organs from LSW donors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Option 1 – Changes to organ consent processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option 2 – Organ Donation Euthanasia: Removal of organs from patient under general anaesthesia. Death would follow removal of heart.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option 3 – Cardiac euthanasia followed by organ donation: Euthanasia by administration of anaesthetic and cardioplegic agents. Removal of organs after cessation of circulation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option 5 – Organ donation prior to natural death: Removal of non-vital organs prior to withdrawal of LST.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option 6 – Non-brain ante-mortem ECMO: Cardiopulmonary bypass to support organs other than the brain and heart prior to withdrawal of LST.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option 7 – Reduction in asystolic period prior to certification of cardiac death.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

43 Robertson, op. cit. note 42.
44 So for example, the British Transplant Society guidelines for DCD stipulate that sufficient time has elapsed after cardiac arrest for hypoxic injury to the brain and brain-stem to have occurred. British Transplant Society. 2005. Guidelines Relating to Solid Organ Transplants from Non-Heart Beating Donors. London: BTS. After all brain function has been irreversibly lost we can be confident that they have no further need for their organs. By contrast, the influential US Institute of Medicine paper on DCD argued that it was irreversibility and not brain damage that was relevant to the definition of death on cardiopulmonary criteria. Herdan & Potts, op. cit. note 30, p59. We acknowledge that there is substantial overlap between Principles 5 and 6.

on data from the UK Potential Donor Audit (Table 2). The figures in Table 2 are approximate, and rely on a number of assumptions that may be challenged. Nevertheless they may be useful to put into context the possible benefits of different policies.

Option 1. Changes to consent processes

Currently in the UK 50% of potential heart-beating (HB ie brain dead) donors, and 13% of potential DCD donors actually donate their organs. Changes to consent processes could improve this proportion (Table 2). The most dramatic way to increase the conversion rate (the proportion of potential donors who end up donating) would be a form of organ conscription. Spital and Erin have argued that organ conscription would have distinct advantages in terms of efficiency, cost, and distributive justice. This would be more problematic in countries without universal health care like the US, where there is already evidence of unfair distribution of organs.

Table 1. Organ Donation Options and Principles governing organ transplantation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a. Organ conscription – heart beating only</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b. Opt-out consent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1c. Removal of family veto</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1d. Increased efficiency of seeking consent</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option 2: Organ Donation Euthanasia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option 3: Cardiac euthanasia followed by organ donation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option 4: Neuro-euthanasia followed by organ donation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option 5: Organ donation prior to natural death</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option 6: Non-brain ante-mortem ECMO</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option 7: Reduction in asystolic period</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The actual benefit in number of organs of introducing options 2-7 depends upon the effect of the introduction on overall consent rates. See section F.

Table 2. Estimated potential changes to organ supply in the UK with different options, per year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Options</th>
<th>Number of extra heart-beating donors</th>
<th>Number of extra DCD donors</th>
<th>Total number of extra organs</th>
<th>Proportion of current unmet need</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1a. Organ conscription – heart beating only</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1962</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1a. organ conscription – both</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>3212</td>
<td>7.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1b. Opt-out consent</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>666</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1c. Removal of family veto</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1d. Increased efficiency of seeking consent</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>893</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option 2: Organ Donation Euthanasia</td>
<td>224–655</td>
<td>–131</td>
<td>520–2201</td>
<td>1.2–4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option 3: Cardiac euthanasia followed by organ donation</td>
<td>93–524</td>
<td>–131</td>
<td>251–1415</td>
<td>0.6–3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option 4: Neuro-euthanasia followed by organ donation</td>
<td>224–655</td>
<td>–131</td>
<td>520–2201</td>
<td>1.2–4.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option 5: Organ donation prior to natural death</td>
<td>93–524</td>
<td>–131</td>
<td>158–891</td>
<td>0.4–2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option 6: Non-brain ECMO prior to death</td>
<td>93–524</td>
<td>–131</td>
<td>251–1415</td>
<td>0.6–3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Option 7: Reduction in asystolic period</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>189</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(See Appendix for an explanation of how these figures were derived. Footnotes in the Table refer to the Appendix.)

46 UK Transplant, op. cit. note 16.
47 UK Potential Donor audit, ibid.
49 Spital & Erin, op. cit. note 48.
Organ donation might be applied to individuals who are brain dead, or could be applied also to patients who have died following withdrawal of LST. Thus it has the potential to increase the number of organs for transplantation in the UK by up to 3212 per year. It would violate the principles of Patient and Family Autonomy (Principles 3 and 4), and could be criticized for using patients as a mere means.\(^{51}\)

Smaller increments in organ donation could be achieved in the UK by moving to an opt-out consent system for organ donation. Some have concerns about whether this would violate the wishes of patients.\(^{52}\) However, since this sort of system would allow patients who have a strong preference *not* to donate to opt-out of organ donation, it would appear to respect Patient Autonomy. Most countries that have adopted a form of opt-out consent (including Spain, with the highest donation rates per capita) permit family members to veto organ donation, even where the patient has not opted out during life.\(^{53}\)

In a small number of cases families decline organ donation even though the patient had indicated during life that they would like to donate by joining the organ donor register. If families were unable to veto organ donation in such cases this would potentially make available 67 additional organs per year in the UK (Table 2).\(^{54}\) This would conflict with the Principle of Family Autonomy.

Alternatively, there may be ways to improve the efficiency of organ donation without changing the nature of consent decisions. Much of the success of the ‘Spanish model’ of organ donation may be attributed to the processes and systems that support organ donation and counsel families.\(^{56}\) For example, in the UK potential donor audit there were 141 patients who were diagnosed as brain dead in whom organ donation was not considered, or whose families were never approached.\(^{57}\) If all potential HB or DCD donor families were approached for consent (and the consent rates were the same as they are at present), 893 additional organs per year could be made available. This would not violate any of the listed ethical principles governing organ transplantation, but would require significant resources to be made available for counselling and support. This would potentially be sufficient to resolve the current shortfall in organ supply.\(^{58}\)

### Option 2. Organ Donation Euthanasia

Some have argued that we should reject the ‘dead donor rule’ (Principle 5).\(^{59}\) This has mainly been embraced to consider patients who are permanently unconscious, for example those in a permanent vegetative state, or anencephalic infants.\(^{60}\) According to some views, their organs can be removed because they have no prospect of regaining consciousness and continued life cannot benefit them.\(^{61}\) In James Rachels’ terms, while their biological life may continue, their biographical life has ended.\(^{62}\) They cannot be harmed by removal of their organs.\(^{63}\) However, such a proposal could be more widely cast to include LSW donors.

It is permissible to withdraw life support from a patient with extremely poor prognosis, in the knowledge that this will certainly lead to their death, even if it would be possible to keep them alive for some time. It is permissible to remove their organs after they have died. But why

---


\(^{51}\) It is arguable whether dead people can be used as a mere means in the same way as we use live people as a mere means. They are dead, have no ongoing interests and are incapable of consenting.


\(^{53}\) Quigley et al., *op. cit.* note 11.


\(^{55}\) We are grateful to an anonymous reviewer for encouraging us to investigate this alternative. Combinations of these measures are possible. For example an opt-out organ donation consent system could be introduced without permitting family members to veto donation. This is sometimes referred to as a ‘hard opt-out’ form of organ donation (ibid:12). It is not possible from UK figures to estimate what effect this would have on overall organ supply.

\(^{56}\) Quigley et al., *op. cit.* note 11.

\(^{57}\) UK Transplant audit, *op. cit.* note 16.

\(^{58}\) This depends whether the organs made available were of the right sort and tissue type to meet the needs of those currently dying while waiting for a transplant. It may not be enough to provide organs for those patients who at present are arbitrarily excluded from waiting lists (see note 8).


\(^{60}\) Veatch, *op. cit.* note 15.


\(^{63}\) Truog & Robinson, *op. cit.* note 39.
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should surgeons have to wait until the patient has died as a result of withdrawal of advanced life support or even simple life prolonging medical treatment? An alternative would be to anaesthetize the patient and remove organs, including the heart and lungs. Brain death would follow removal of the heart (call this Organ Donation Euthanasia (ODE)). The process of death would be less likely to be associated with suffering for the patient than death following withdrawal of LST (which is not usually accompanied by full anaesthetic doses of drugs). If there were a careful and appropriate process for selection, no patient would die who would not otherwise have died. Organs would be more likely to be viable, since they would not have sustained a period of reduced circulation prior to retrieval. More organs would be available (for example the heart and lungs, which are currently rarely available in the setting of DCD). Patients and families could be reassured that their organs would be able to help other individuals as long as there were recipients available, and there were no contraindications to transplantation. This is not the case at present with DCD, since many patients do not die sufficiently quickly following withdrawal of LST for organ retrieval.

This proposal has been mooted before. For example, Robert Truog has argued that those who are imminently dying or permanently unconscious should be permitted to donate their organs in a manner similar to that described above. ODE would not be likely to cause the patient suffering, however, it would conflict with Principles 5, 6 (the dead donor rules) and 7 (non-killing).

Technically, this would be a form of killing – active euthanasia. It would conflict with the doctrine of double effect. Yet the justification for ODE is wider than that for organ donation from permanently unconscious or brain dead patients. The broader justification for ODE includes not merely those who no longer have interests, but those who will inevitably shortly die. The argument for removing organs from this group is even stronger. It does not rely on controversial judgements of quality of life, well-being or interests. These patients will die because they are on life sustaining treatment and it will be withdrawn. Indeed we would suggest that, although most arguments for euthanasia are distinguished from questions of organ donation, it may be that the benefits of donation, for the individual and for others, provide the strongest case for euthanasia.

One of the most basic principles of rationality and economics is that if one state of affairs is a Pareto improvement, we have strong reason to prefer it. A change is a Pareto improvement if it leads to at least one individual being better off, while no individual is worse off. States of affairs in which some individuals are better off while others are worse off are not Pareto improvements. Similarly, changes that involve benefits in some respects, but costs in other respects would not be Pareto superior.

ODE for LSW donors can be regarded as a Pareto improvement to the current practice of withdrawal of life-sustaining treatment and donation after cardiac death. In all cases the patient dies, but in the case of ODE more lives are able to be saved by harvesting functioning organs, and the desire of the patient that their organs be used to help others is more likely to be able to be respected.

ODE might not be regarded as a Pareto improvement if the killing of the patient were regarded as a moral harm or a rights violation. However, it is difficult to see why a patient is morally harmed or has their rights violated if they are actively killed, compared with a state of affairs where they die as a result of treatment withdrawal, assuming that they have consented to either. Note that while ODE in the case of withdrawal of LSW donors is a Pareto improvement, the same might not be said for removing organs from patients who are permanently unconscious, unless treatment would otherwise be withdrawn. Such patients may survive for some time, and have a finite (albeit small) chance of spontaneous or treatment-induced improvement in consciousness.

It is difficult to estimate the effect of introducing ODE on overall organ donation rates. It could be up to an additional 2201 organs per year in the UK: crucially, however, it would depend upon the consent rates for organ donation and how they are affected by the introduction of this alternative. (See Section F for further

---

64 Ibid. See also Section F.
66 Truog’s justification for ODE is different from that presented here. He argues that current concepts of brain death and the dead-donor rule are incoherent, and he proposes an alternative based upon the principles of autonomy and non-maleficence. We find Truog’s arguments compelling. Our paper can be seen as providing a complementary argument in favour of ODE.

Truog favours a narrow definition for the group of patients who may consent to this procedure: only those who will die within minutes of withdrawal of life support, or who are permanently unconscious. Our definition of LSW donors overlaps with Truog’s, but includes the larger group of patients from whom it is permissible to withdraw life support in intensive care, and whose death is highly likely to ensue (though not necessarily instantly).
discussion of this) Nevertheless it would provide individuals with the greatest possible chance of donating their organs to others. For each patient who would not otherwise be able to donate (because death would be too prolonged following withdrawal of LST), up to nine additional individuals would be able to receive organs.

Option 3. Cardiac euthanasia prior to organ donation

If we believe that we should not remove organs from patients who are still alive, even where they have consented to this and would otherwise die anyway, then one alternative would be to euthanize the donor and retrieve organs after cardiac death had been declared. This would already be a theoretical option in countries where euthanasia is permitted. Organ donation after cardiac euthanasia has been described in a patient in Belgium.71 Organ donors could be given large doses of sedative, and cardioplegic agents (to stop the heart). Again, this would reduce the risk of patients suffering after withdrawal of LST and make organ donation possible for some patients who would otherwise not be able to donate. In an extreme case, they might choose to undergo euthanasia at least partly to ensure that their organs could be donated. However, the agent used to stop the heart, and the period of loss of circulation that ensued, might compromise organ viability in the same way as DCD does at present. The magnitude of the benefit is hard to quantify but it is likely to be less than ODE.72

Option 4. Neuro-euthanasia prior to organ donation

Since patients who donate organs after Cardiac Euthanasia (Option 3) may be able to donate fewer organs (and have more compromised organs) than HB donors, one option would to perform euthanasia in such a way as to induce brain death (we could call this Neuro-euthanasia). After sedation and local anaesthesia, catheters could be inserted into blood vessels in the groin of the patient. These could then be advanced to the blood vessels supplying the brain. Catheter occlusion of both internal carotid arteries and vertebral arteries would lead to brain death, while life support would continue to be provided to maintain the circulation to other organs. After brain death was confirmed, organs could be retrieved. There may be concerns about possible discomfort to the patient caused by the neuro-euthanasia procedure; but this could be mitigated by giving the patient a general anaesthetic before the procedure.

But Neuro-euthanasia may affect the viability of organs for transplantation. There are variable criteria for diagnosing brain death across the world.73 Many countries require a period of observation to confirm the diagnosis of brain death, which can lead to some delay prior to organ retrieval. Maintenance of circulation and organ viability is not always easy after brain death, and the process of brain death itself may compromise subsequent organ function.74 The number and quality of organs potentially available following this procedure would be higher than after Cardiac Euthanasia but less than ODE.

Obviously both Options 3 and 4 would violate the injunction against physician killing (Principle 7) even if they do not violate the dead donor rules (Principles 5 and 6). It is hard to believe, however, that if it is permissible to euthanize a patient who would otherwise die following withdrawal of life support, that Neuro-euthanasia prior to organ donation would be preferable to ODE.

Option 5. Organ donation prior to natural death

Are there options that do not involve physician killing? It is permissible for living patients to donate non-essential organs. For patients who are dying, or who will die rapidly of cardio-respiratory failure following withdrawal of LST, certain organs are no longer essential. Patients could be anaesthetized and solid organs removed, for example kidney, liver, and pancreas. Removal of these organs would probably not hasten death.75 After donation of organs, mechanical ventilation and medications to support the circulation could be withdrawn, and the patient allowed to progress to circulatory death. Other organs may be able to be retrieved after cardiac death was established.

This option would conflict with Principles 5 and 6, the dead donor rules. But since it is permissible to donate non-essential organs (for example in living related or altruistic kidney donation) these rules do not necessarily preclude donation.

If organ donation occurs under anaesthesia it would be unlikely to cause the patient to suffer immediately. However, since patients are sedated but not usually fully anaesthetized at the time when LST is withdrawn, it is

72 In the Belgian case 10 minutes elapsed after the circulation ceased before organ retrieval commenced. Only the liver and kidneys were transplanted. (Ibid.)
73 Wijdicks op. cit. note 13.
74 Magliocca et al., op. cit. note 21.
75 Absent kidney, liver or pancreatic function can lead to death – but not usually in a short time frame (days or weeks rather than hours). Thus if death were predicted within this time frame, organ donation prior to treatment withdrawal would be unlikely to affect the timing of death.
possible that after the surgery but prior to death the donor would experience pain that they would not otherwise have experienced. In addition there are some patients, dependent upon life-support, who survive for a longer period of time after LST is withdrawn. Such patients could experience negative consequences of having organs removed, and their death may be hastened. Pancreas and kidney function could be provided artificially, however, liver function is not able to be readily replaced. This might mean that only kidney and/or pancreas transplants would be permitted prior to natural death.

The numbers of additional organs that would be available from this policy are likely to be significantly less than with Options 2–4. (Table 2)

Option 6. Non-brain ECMO prior to natural death

Heart-lung bypass (ECMO) has already been used after death to improve the perfusion of organs until they can be retrieved. It is felt to be acceptable to insert tubes into blood vessels prior to death in DCD donors to reduce delays in initiating bypass. One option would be to provide a form of organ support prior to death. The bypass machine would support the circulation of all organs except the heart, lungs and brain. Life support (except the ECMO machine) would be withdrawn, and the patient’s heart allowed to stop naturally. Once the patient was declared dead, the organs could be removed. The advantage of this procedure would be that organs could be retrieved even if it took some hours for the patient’s heart to stop. There would be no unseemly rush after life support was removed, and family could spend time with the patient after death, before organ removal. Non-brain ECMO would not change the status of the patient, since cardiac death would lead to brain death. Non-brain ECMO would not cause the patient’s death (so it would not necessarily violate Principles 5–7).

It should be noted that although non-brain ECMO would be technically possible, it would be difficult to be sure that it would not alter the progression to cardiac death after withdrawal of LST. ECMO is an expensive and invasive intervention, and could potentially harm the patient (Principle 2). It would potentially lead to similar numbers of organs to Option 3 (Cardiac euthanasia prior to organ donation). Thoracic organs would not be able to be retrieved.

Option 7. Organ donation following brief asystole

Currently most DCD organ donation procedures commence 5–10 minutes after the heart has stopped (asystole). Some centres commence organ donation earlier, after 2 or even 1.25 minutes of asystole since this may improve the viability of organs. However, this interval could be shortened further, for example to 20 seconds before declaration of death.

Current definitions of cardiac death are based upon the idea of irreversible cessation of circulation. Although the circulation could be restarted with initiation of resuscitation measures after periods of even 10 minutes of asystole, it has been argued that in the context of withdrawal of LST it would not be appropriate (or ethical) to attempt to do so. A decision has been made to discontinue life support and whatever reasons have justified that decision they would apply equally to not resuscitating. But ‘irreversibility’ is then contingent upon a decision not to attempt resuscitation. Such a definition of irreversibility might also apply to shorter periods of asystole. But the heart may sometimes start again by itself (so-called autoresuscitation) after brief periods of asystole. So this option may hasten death in patients where the heart would have autoresuscitated had not organ retrieval commenced (thus contravening Principle 7). It would also potentially violate Principle 6 (Brain-dead donor rule) since there would not have been sufficient time after cessation of circulation for brain death to occur.

Option 7 would not lead to any more donors than available at present, though it would increase the viability of organs from DCD donors, and potentially make donation of heart and lungs from such patients possible.

---

76 It may be possible to reduce the chance of this – for example with the use of epidural anaesthesia.
77 Magliocca et al., op. cit. note 21.
78 Dejohn & Zwischenberger, op. cit. note 34.
80 Boucek et al., op. cit. note 26.
81 If the interval were shortened to less than one minute it would not be possible to distinguish extreme bradycardia from periods of asystole.
84 Although organ donation after brief asystole might lead to death sooner than would otherwise occur, it would not be likely to lead to death in patients who would have survived had organ donation not taken place. (see note 18) Even if the heart restarts in this setting, without further resuscitation the death of the patient is likely to follow within a fairly short interval.
F. OBJECTIONS TO ORGAN DONATION OPTIONS

The aforementioned alternatives for increasing organ availability may seem disturbing or even shocking. As highlighted, they conflict to some degree with one or more of the fundamental principles governing organ transplantation and the care of dying patients. Yet many of the currently accepted transplantation practices (donation after brain death, donation after cardiac death) would have been shocking to the societies of only a few decades ago. The needs of patients who are suffering and dying for want of available organs have previously led us to revise our principles governing transplantation. Perhaps they should again. What specific objections might be raised to them?

1. Consent

One objection to most of the above alternative organ donation procedures is that the prior consent of donors may not apply. It is not likely, for example, that current potential donors had imagined that they might be placed on heart bypass machines before their death in order to maintain their organs. A similar criticism has been levelled at DCD as currently practised, and may have applied in the case of Ruben Navarro, referred to at the start of this paper.

It might not apply to all patients however, and this criticism would not necessarily apply to future donors. If a society adopted Option 2 for example, it may then come to be widely understood that those who consent to organ donation and who are dying in intensive care would have their organs removed in a surgical procedure that would lead to death. The important question for Options 2 to 7 is whether such procedures should be allowed – if consent is given. Furthermore it would be possible to give donors a range of options of organ donation, and the freedom to choose the method that is most consistent with their own values. This would fully respect the autonomy of donors and may increase the acceptability of changes to organ donation practice (see below).

One of the alternatives outlined above is to reject the need for consent for organ donation and to conscript organs (Option 1a). This would require a paradigm shift in approach to organ donation, but as is apparent from Table 2, it is the alternative likely to lead to the greatest increase in the number of available organs. The main reason not to have an organ draft would be that it would violate the autonomy of patients and families who do not wish to donate. We need to weigh this against the substantial burden of death and illness that organ conscription could prevent. At times of great community need (for example during war) conscription of the living for military service has been the norm, and continues to be in some parts of the world. (Organ Conscription would seem a far preferable alternative to military conscription since it would involve no individuals dying or suffering for the sake of others.) But the greatest hurdle to any such change may be community acceptance.

2. Community Acceptance?

There is significant public concern about elements of current transplantation practice. So it may be argued that any of the alternatives discussed in this paper (particularly the more radical ones) would be extremely unlikely to meet with general community acceptance (and hence would not be politically achievable). A related concern is that this may threaten acceptance of transplantation more generally.

In the absence of conscription, organ donation is dependent upon the implicit or explicit consent of potential donors. Organ donation options outlined above may alienate or disenchant potential donors. They could paradoxically lead to an overall reduction in available organs due to fewer people signing on to organ donor registries, and fewer families consenting for donation.

If it were the case that changes to organ donation procedures led to a fall in consent rates, this would undermine the principal reason that we have given to change donation procedures. However, whether or not this eventuates would depend upon how such a change were instituted, how the consent of patients were sought, and how well public concerns about such a change were able to be allayed. It is not necessarily the case that changes to organ donation would lead to a loss of community confidence. For example, one option mentioned in the preceding section would be to allow patients specifically to opt in to the novel procedure or to a range of novel procedures of their choice. Potential donors could indicate which of several organ donation procedures they consented to (e.g. brain-death donation, DCD, ODE) at the time of signing on to an organ donation registry, or when making advance directives. This sort of specific

85 Except option 1c – increased efficiency of obtaining consent.
86 Verheijde, Rady & Megregor, op. cit. note 20.
consent would maximize patient autonomy in relation to organ donation, as well as to helping to allay community fears.89

It should be noted though, that this may reduce the effectiveness of the change in terms of increasing the numbers of available organs. It is likely that at least initially the numbers of individuals who would opt-in to ODE (for example) would be small. It would mean that the overall impact of introducing ODE would be much less than the estimates in Table 2. It would undermine the case in terms of organ supply for this alternative. It could, however, be used as proof in principle of the procedure as a way of ethically increasing the supply of organs.

Two other important community fears that would need to be addressed in any change in organ donation policy include patient selection for donation, and harm associated with the procedures.

3. Patient selection for organ donation

One concern sometimes expressed about changes to organ donation procedures is that this may lead to the death of patients who would have otherwise survived. If doctors know that a patient’s organs can be used to save others’ lives, it may influence their assessment of whether a patient’s condition is truly hopeless. Of course, this concern might apply equally to current practice of DCD as for Options 5 to 7. It could be thought to apply in the case of Ruben Navarro, for example. It would potentially be a greater concern for Options 2–4, since they would involve actions leading to the patient’s death.

Yet it is possible to prevent this from happening. Current practice for diagnosis of brain death, or for decisions about withdrawal of LST, is that these processes are temporally and logistically separated from considerations of eligibility and consent for transplantation. The question of whether or not a patient would have wanted to donate her organs, and whether the family would agree to this, is only raised after a decision has already been made to withdraw life support. People not involved in the clinical care of the patient (for example regional transplant coordinators) usually initiate such discussions. And intensive care staff rather than the transplant team provide the care of the patient after withdrawal of LST.90

This may not be sufficient to prevent some contamination of decisions about withdrawal of life support – for example if doctors happen to know that a patient is an organ donor. It may be a greater concern if organs are conscripted, since doctors will know with certainty that if brain death is diagnosed, or if a decision is made to withdraw LST, organs will be available to be retrieved.

One additional measure that could prevent abuse and allay concern would be to set up an independent body responsible for confirming brain death or extremely poor prognosis. This group’s sole function would be to perform neurological tests and to review prognostic information. They would be called in, as regional transplant teams are currently called in, when a patient was felt by doctors to be a potential organ donor. But they would have no role in transplants, and would be responsible for ensuring that patients with a significant chance of meaningful recovery were not euthanized or allowed to die.91

If there were careful selection, including independent scrutiny of decisions, changes to transplantation processes would not necessarily lead to any patients dying who would otherwise have lived. Indeed, such a process may promote more ethical withdrawal of treatment.

4. Harm from organ donation

The other fear related to organ donation that would need to be addressed if the community were going to embrace a change in practice, is that of harm or suffering from organ donation. It is one thing for someone to agree to donate their organs after death. At that point, they cannot be harmed by what happens to their body. However, if transplantation practice is changed to include procedures that can take place before death, patients may have some reason to worry about whether they will suffer as a consequence. One fear that people sometimes express about organ donation is of being conscious of having one’s organs removed.92

If Option 2 (Organ Donation Euthanasia) were adopted, then people might have more reason than at present to harbour this fear. However organ donation would occur under general anaesthesia. There would be no more reason to fear being conscious during this procedure than there is to fear being conscious during any surgical procedure, including the widely accepted practice of live kidney donation. In fact there is some reason to think that options 2–4 would be less likely to cause patients to suffer than current procedures for withdrawal of life support and organ donation. On the other hand, Options 5 to 7 could be associated with conscious

89 Indeed, many current donors might not be aware of all available means of organ donation (for example DCD). Our proposal would increase autonomy by providing patients with a range of options and allowing them to choose those they wished to apply to themselves.

90 In the case of Ruben Navarro there was a break-down in this normal separation.

91 A requirement for independent confirmation of prognosis for LSW donors would potentially delay treatment withdrawal. But at present treatment withdrawal is sometimes delayed to allow transplant teams to prepare. There would be a strong incentive to ensure that confirmation of prognosis was able to occur expeditiously. If this were not able to take place within a reasonable time frame life support might still be able to be withdrawn, but organ donation could not proceed.

suffering for the organ donor. This would count strongly against them, or would mandate their modification to avoid this possibility.

5. Preferable alternatives

Some may argue that even if it would be, in theory, possible to gain community acceptance of an alternative such as ODE, other alternatives should be pursued first. For example, improved efficiency of obtaining consent, or the adoption of higher brain criteria for brain death may be politically easier to achieve.\(^93\) As noted at the start of this paper, we do not claim that the alternatives discussed here are the only ways to address the organ shortfall. However, given the ongoing preventable death of large numbers of patients with organ failure, we believe that it is important to consider seriously all the alternatives. Unless, and until these other options alleviate the demand for organs, there is good reason to permit ODE.

6. Broader implications

Finally, it may be objected that the arguments advanced above in support of novel organ donation alternatives would support a much broader policy of allowing patients to choose Organ Donation Euthanasia, for example if they were terminally ill or rationally suicidal.

However, although Options 2–4 would conflict with the doctrine of double effect and Principle 7 (Non-killing), it does not follow from the arguments in this paper that other instances of intentional ending of life would be necessarily permissible. ODE, as we have described it, is supported by a basic principle of rationality. It would be a Pareto improvement in that only patients who would have died anyway donate their organs. In contrast, the introduction of a policy of voluntary active euthanasia would not be a Pareto improvement, since it would involve the death of patients who would otherwise have lived.\(^94\)

The arguments developed above may lead some to reject the doctrine of double effect, and consider allowing voluntary active euthanasia. But we have suggested that there are *particularly* strong reasons for allowing individuals to choose how their life ends if they are dependent on life support and life-sustaining treatment is going to be withdrawn. Those who do not wish to support voluntary active euthanasia in other circumstances should consider whether an exception to the doctrine of double effect and the Principle of Non-Killing is justified in this situation.

At the start of this paper we referred to the case of Ruben Navarro. It might be thought that his case highlights the dangers of expanding organ donation processes. Some of the above concerns (including in particular those of consent and patient selection) were expressed in media commentary on the case.\(^93\) On the contrary, we believe that providing more options to patients, and the reassurance of independent confirmation of prognosis would avoid many of the pitfalls of that case.

**CONCLUSIONS**

In this paper we have argued that one of the ethical principles that should influence, and in the past has influenced transplantation policy is the need to maximize the number and quality of organs for transplantation. There is a substantial shortfall in organs for transplant. We could overcome this in a range of ways. Future developments in xenotransplantation, stem cell-based therapies, or neo-organs might make the use of organs from deceased donors unnecessary. However, such solutions are some time off, and in the meantime thousands of patients per year die for want of a transplanted organ.

The most promising immediate source of organs for transplantation is the large number of patients who die in intensive care units in hospitals following diagnosis of brain death, or decisions to withdraw LST on the basis of poor prognosis, the group that we have referred to as LSW donors. At present the majority of such organs are buried or burned with the patient.

We have suggested a set of options for increasing the number of organs that could be made available from LSW donors. Simple measures should be adopted, including improved efficiency of approaching families for consent or a switch to an opt-out consent system; however, they may not be enough to resolve the organ shortfall. Organ Conscription would have the greatest potential to increase the numbers of organs available for transplantation, though it would come at the cost of patient and family autonomy. If Organ Conscription is not acceptable, the alternative that would have the greatest potential in terms of organ numbers would be Organ Donation Euthanasia. (Box 5)

---

\(^93\) As noted earlier (note 61), there is a relatively high level of community support for the latter, though it has not been adopted in any jurisdiction. We are grateful to an anonymous reviewer for highlighting this objection.

\(^94\) Organ Donation Euthanasia would potentially be a Pareto improvement in jurisdictions where voluntary active euthanasia is permitted and a patient has consented to euthanasia (for reasons other than the donation of their organs), Coons & Levin, *op. cit.* note 59. However, again, this does not in itself settle the question of whether voluntary active euthanasia (for patients who are not dependent on life support) should be permitted (ibid.).

\(^95\) See note 1.
Organ Donation Euthanasia would conflict with the dead donor rules, and the injunction against physician killing. Yet it would not (if appropriate safeguards were provided) lead to the death of any patients who would otherwise live. The justification for this is not limited to utilitarian considerations. It is a Pareto improvement on current practice for withdrawal of LST and organ donation, and may be Pareto optimal. ODE would apply to patients who are going to die – and soon. It is already accepted that it is permissible to withdraw life support from these patients. It would prevent those individuals from suffering as a consequence of withdrawal of life support. And it would save the lives of up to 9 other individuals. Many potential LSW donors, even if they would have wanted to donate their organs, and their families consent, are currently unable to donate. Their organs die with them.

The most acceptable way to introduce Organ-Donation Euthanasia would be to make it available as an option for prospective organ donors. It must be noted, though, that if ODE were made available in this way, it would have (at least in the short term) only a small impact upon the organ shortfall since only a few individuals would be likely to embrace it. This would undermine to some degree the case in terms of organ supply for ODE. But if we can save even one life, that is something of great moral importance. Many lives could be saved even if only a small percentage of people opted for ODE. And there is also a strong autonomy-based argument for allowing individuals who wish to donate their organs to opt in to ODE (in the circumstance that they are severely ill in intensive care and going to have life support withdrawn.) We should allow people to make advance directives indicating that they would like to be eligible for this alternative. We should encourage and support such altruistic desires.

To some degree at least, there is a conflict between the need to supply organs to the largest number of individuals able to benefit from them, and our beliefs about how we ought to care for those who are dying or dead. We have outlined seven alternatives that may increase the supply of organs. These alternatives clash with one or more of the traditionally accepted ethical principles that govern transplantation, though they potentially promote other ethical values including those of autonomy and beneficence. Whichever transplantation policy is adopted, we should ensure that decisions about withdrawal of life-sustaining treatment are separated from decisions about organ donation, and that organ donation procedures carry minimal risks of causing suffering to organ donors. But continuing current transplantation practice comes at a cost, in terms of a significant number of patients who die or continue to suffer organ failure for want of an available organ. We should think seriously about whether it is time to embrace an alternative strategy.

### Box 5: Proposal for allowing Organ Donation Euthanasia (ODE)

**Definition:** Removal of organs from a patient under general anaesthesia.

Death follows removal of the heart.

**Eligibility criteria:**

1. The patient is dependent on life support in intensive care
2. Withdrawal of life support is planned on the basis of poor prognosis
3. Death is predicted to occur within a short period after withdrawal of life support
4. Prognosis has been independently confirmed
5. The patient has consented specifically for Organ Donation Euthanasia

**Arguments in favour of Organ Donation Euthanasia**

1. It would promote patient autonomy
2. It would provide patients with the greatest chance of being able to donate their organs after death
3. It would be a Pareto improvement over current practice for treatment withdrawal and increase the number and quality of organs available for transplantation.
4. Suffering or discomfort for the patient would be less likely than with withdrawal of life support

**Arguments against Organ Donation Euthanasia**

1. It may lead to a fall in organ donation rates due to community non-acceptance
2. It could lead to the killing of patients who would not otherwise have died

### APPENDIX

Estimating the potential benefit of alternatives in terms of organ supply in the UK per year

In 2007/2008 in the UK there were 593 heart beating (HB), i.e. brain dead. donors and 131 DCD donors.96 This corresponds to approximately 2312 organs available for transplantation. There are 8000 patients on waiting lists for organs (from a deceased donor), and approximately 450 patients die on waiting lists per year.97

We have assumed that HB donors yield 3.9 organs per donor, and DCD donors 2.7 organs per donor.98 For Options 2–7 we have assumed that consent rates are similar to current levels in the UK. This assumption may not be valid. See Section F.

96 UK Transplant, op. cit. note 16.
97 NHS Blood and Transplant, op. cit. note 7.
98 UK Potential Donor Audit, op. cit. note 22.
Some alternatives could yield more organs than would be needed to prevent the death of patients on waiting lists. Additional organs would reduce the waiting period for transplantation, and may also make it possible for patients previously excluded from transplantation to be offered organs. It is not clear how many patients fall into this latter category, but the number may be considerable.\textsuperscript{99}

1. Not all patients who currently consent (or whose families consent) to organ donation end up donating their organs. This might be because their organs are unsuitable for donation (for example if they do not die quickly after withdrawal of LST, or if an unsuspected malignancy is found at the time of organ donation). So the total number of donors with conscription = Total No. Potential donors * conversion rate (for consenting patients)

2. In the UK potential donor audit, 2\% of potential HB donors (where the organ donor register was checked) were listed on the register, but their family declined consent for organ donation. 3\% of potential DCD donors were registered donors, but their family declined consent. This would potentially translate into a 2.3\% increase in HB donors and a 4.5\% increase in DCD donors\textsuperscript{100}

3. The maximum benefit for organ donation euthanasia depends upon the number of eligible patients. Current patients who are DCD donors would be able to donate more organs (they would become HB donors – this is the reason for the negative net number of DCD donors). There would be additional patients who currently are not eligible to donate by DCD because they do not die soon enough after withdrawal of LST. In the UK Potential Donor Audit 93 potential DCD patients from whom consent was obtained for organ donation did not end up donating. Assuming that these patients fall into this category of slower death, euthanasia prior to organ donation would lead to an additional 93 (HB equivalent) donors. However, this is likely to be an underestimate.\textsuperscript{101} Based upon Swiss data, 80\% of potentially eligible patients having withdrawal of LST took more than 1 hour to die.\textsuperscript{102} So an alternative estimate for the number of patients who could be able to donate (following organ donation euthanasia) would be 5 times the current number of donors.

4. This would potentially lead to a similar number of donors as organ donation euthanasia, though the number/viability of organs would be similar to current DCD donors (so the overall number of organs would be less).

5. It is hard to quantify the number of organs that might be available. The maximum number would be close to the number available following organ donation euthanasia, however, the viability of organs may be compromised.

6. This option may improve the viability of some organs currently donated (e.g. kidneys), but would likely yield less organs than Option 3. Here we have assumed 1.7 organs per additional donor.

7. This is based upon an assumption that shorter periods of asystole would allow donation of heart and lungs (at a ratio similar to HB donors) from DCD donors.
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